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Reflexive Systems Biology: Work Plan
1. Overview of existing types of designs/ formalizations
(“grammars”) of theoretical models in systems biology.
2. Overview of currently recognised possible future designs.
3. Assessment of the potential and limitations of the designs.
4. Mapping of the perceived potential and limitations with respect to
long-term future knowledge and technology outputs, including the
prospects of design and fabrication of life forms.
5. STS description of systems biology that couples the complexity of
the organism, with the complexity of scientific practice.
6. A mapping of potential ethical and social aspects.
7. Recommendations for policy and governance.
8. De facto midstream modulation of research practice
a. by developing the results in 4-7
b. by exploring whether and how they are to be accounted for in our life
science partners’ on-going research practice.

Structure-function revisited



Biochemistry
Systems biology









Computational biology
Omics-driven systems biology
Relational biology (Robert Rosen)

– Boundaries defining objects are to some extent arbitrary. (John
Dupré 18 Oct)
– Arbitrary, but immensely significant. (Fern Wickson 18 Oct)
How to analyse the choice of boundaries?
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Biochemistry

Causal claims in Biochemistry


Difference-making





Example: Phenylketonuria (Følling’s disease)
PKU mutation → changed structure of
phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) → impaired
PAH activity → → → disease

Production; Mechanism (in a nonphilosophical sense)
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Causal claims in Biochemistry


Mechanism (in a non-philosophical sense):
Structure accounts for function

http://www.chemistry.wustl.edu/~edudev/LabTutorials/Carboxypeptidase/carboxypeptidase.html

Causal claims in Biochemistry


Mechanism (in a non-philosophical sense):
Detailed structure accounts for function
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Causal claims in Biochemistry





Difference-making
Mechanism
– All attempts to understand causes must necessarily involve an
observation of variation. Therefore biologists deliberately introduce
perturbations. (Elena Rocca, 19 Oct)






… also to simplify, idealize, allow for measurement (the in vivo-in vitro problem)

However, mechanism is more than keeping track of differences:
biological function is thought to be determined/explained/accounted
for by structure (a type of reductive physicalism)
I.e., the scientific concept of a mechanism goes beyond the data

From old to new




One structure displays many functions
Many structures involved in one function
Severe context-dependency




The Nore-Mumford/Anjum debate: either the list of
dispositions of X becomes indefinite, or it changes
with context

Imperfect prediction
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Systems biology as an answer


One structure displays many functions; Many structures involved in
one function; Severe context-dependency; Imperfect prediction



Responses:
Massive measurement of multivariate data; book-keeping of
correlations («omics»)
Some simple structure-function relationships in «full quantitative
detail» (chemical biology, computational biology)
Massive sets of dynamic equations (or simplified sets (Westerhoff))
Relational biology (Rosen): choosing functions and not structures as
units of analysis








The inevitable trade-offs










«Full quantitative detail» in mechanism requires simple
and/or idealized systems: no context sensitivity
Omics is simply massive difference-making: no
mechanism
Relational biology: nobody ever understood how to make
it into empirical research
– Boundaries defining objects are to some extent arbitrary. (John
Dupré 18 Oct)
– Arbitrary, but immensely significant. (Fern Wickson 18 Oct)
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Knowledge and Power come to the same thing

Bruno Latour (1988): The Politics of Explanation

Technoscience


Production





Making things in industrial systems
Improving efficiency by removing context
variability («The Pasteurization of France»)

Difference-making





To improve the population value of a certain
function (e.g. health-related)
Artificial selection (human and non-human)
Intervening on human behaviour (standardizing)
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Technoscience






Technoscience is an activity that involves researchers
and natural objects
Techne: The world is acted upon (production, differencemaking)
Science: Narratives are made, cleansed from the active
part of the researchers:






«The natural world is like this» «Mutation in the PAH gene
causes PKU» «Enzyme X has 4 catalytic activities»
«Afroamericans have lower IQ»
Work of purification: Hence technoscience is claimed to be
morally and politically neutral and innocent.
Some philosophers buy into these narratives and think that it is
their task to refine them even further.
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